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In the CQurse of administering Employee Feedback Surveys to over 35.000 employees in 33 different
state agenc±es¥ our office must generate individual summaries of the data for all levels of each
organization. Each work group supervisor receives a report summarizing how his or her employees responded; division managers receive reports summarizing the divisionts work groups; and each agency head
receives an agency~wide sununary.
The point of the reports is to stimulate constructive problem-solving at each organizational level.
The survey covers a wide variety of work issues. including such sensitive areas as teamwork and supervisory effectiveness. The readers vary from those with advanced degrees to those without a high school
diploma •

•

SAS software capabilities allowed us to meet the challenge to mass produce thousands of individual
reports which would evable readers of widely varying sophistication to zero in on those aspects of the
data which would be most fruitful to discuss. Specifically ~ PROC TRANSPOSE proved to be the key to
generating results in "plain English." to highlight key survey results which would then be expanded upon
in later sections of the report.

FEATlJIiES

SPECIFICATIONS

The two Key features of PRoe TRANSPOSE
whicn maKe it tne proceaure of enoice for this
application are {1} its ability to transpose ana
re-transpose a nata' set, an<:\. (2) tne fact tnat
it preserves labels attached to variables
tnrou~out tne manipulations.

Two PROC TRANSPOSE statements were used for

this application:
FROC TRANSPOSE options:

VAR variables;

The options found to be useful were:

PRoe TRANSPOSE rearranges a SAS data ;:;et so

tnat observations beoome variables ana/or
DATA :::

·variables become observations. SuCh a transposition allows one to easily compare the
resultB of a series of relateQ quest.ions.

SASdataaet
to name the set of related
questions to be transpoGed~
which had been previously
defined and labeled; or to
name the data set containing the
transposed observations

If~ for example. you want to be able to
report a series of weans in descending order.
transposing these separate variables into a
single variable allows a simple PRQC SORT to
order the results from "most satisfied" to
"least satisfied." 'rhus manipulated,. the single
variable can be transposed back again to
multiple variables. this time with the desired
new information. In the example here~ we can
now report what this grOUp of employees is ~ost
and least satisfied with. Attaching labels to
the means before they are transposed allows
these results to be reported in the desired
"plain English." as shown in Figu.re 1.

PREFIX

name
which was used both to
construct new variable names
when transposing from
observations to variables. and
to create, a variable name when
transposing from variables to
ohserva tions

OUT

Getting .from selJarate mean values to
phrases reporting what employees are .Illost .. ana
I'least" satis.fied witn is ratber straight
rorward~
As with any new proQeQure t however,
when first trying to use PROe TRANSPOSE it is
wise to watcn what is happening to the data at
eaCh step using PROC PRINT. Figure 2
illustrates the general cnanges in the data
whicn occur witn tranaposition. Options are
available v1to PROe TRANSPOSE to help you traCK
what the oata look liKe at each :step along the
way, ana to retrieve the d.esired values.

SASdata.8et;
which was used to specify a
name for the data set being
created at that step of the
process.

Options not used. For our purposes¥ we
found that using the SAS generated n~es
of
NAME
and
LABEL • both
aut-;;;atically cr;;ted with the procedure.
worked just as well as supply~ng our own
$ubstit~tes.
Finally. w~ had no need for
the option LET. which can handle duplicate
values of an ID variable.
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FIGURE 1

EXAMPLE OF PRINTED OUTPUT

With respect to the job itself~ ~ople report the highest satisfaction with:
FELLOW EMPLOYEES. and VARIETY OF SKILLS ABILITIES.

They report the least satisfaction with:
OPPORTUNITY FOR

GROHTH~

DEY. and CONTROL OVER WORK..

Regarding their employment_, they are most, satisfied with:

ASSIGNED WORKING HOURS. and JOB SECURITY.
They are least satisfied with:
PAY. and PROMOTIONAL OPPOR'IUNITIES.

When asked to choose which topics would be most important to discuss in their feedback meetings.
these employees felt the following should be at the top of the list:
IMPROVING WORK GROUP MORALE.
CUTTING DOWN ON WASTE. DUPLICATION. and
SUPERVISION, MANAGEMENT.

Where are improvements neeaea? Responses to this series or questions showeo
employees woula reCQmmena the following:
Lit tle. or No Improvement
Necessary

Some Improvement Helpful

CLEAR CHAIN-Of-COMMAND
APPROPRIATE TRAINING

EQUIPHENT,MATERIALS,SUPPLIKS
CLEAR POLICIES,PROCEDURES

EFFECTIVE SUPERVISION

SUPPORT FROM HIGHER MANAGEMENT
WELL-DEfINED JOB RESPNSBLTIES,GOALS
COORDNTN WITH OTHER WORK GROUPS
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(3)

For our report. we wanted to highlight which job
facet~ employees reported being the most and the
least satisfied with. Within the broad dimension of "job satisfaction. lo we inquired about 16
areas. seven related to s$tiafaction with
employment. and nine related to satisfaction
with the job itself. The following general
steps were taken to summarize and report these
outcomes. in the manner shown in Figure 1.
Part "A. It

NOTES:

aata

See

Sta~

2, Figure 2.

Since the

being transposed (PHRASE1) contain

variables which are labelea, the labels
themselves become a variable (If_LABEL_U) in
tne transposea data set.

The PREFIX optioD is used. to name the newly
cre-ateo. variable, GROUP1," It can then be
used to sort the transpoaed dataset. ,Note
that the same variable name (GROUP1) is used
1.n'the two transpostti.ons so that tbe two
temporary data$ets (EMPSAT and JOBSAT) oan
be joinea together in the next step.

••••••• CODE BEC-INS""".
(1)

The two subsets or job satisfaction means
were then separately transposea ana sorteo.

PRoe UNIVARIATE;
VAR Zl-Z16,

(4)

OUTPUT OUT :: WGMEANS

MEAN = MEANl-MEAN16;

The two subsets of transposed oats were
then jOine!l.
Tbe data bere are still arrangea as
Shown in Stage 2.. We now llave a list of
the 16 jOb satisi'action items (DATA =
BO'll:lSATS), BOrted. ana combinea so that the
first seven are always related to employment satisraotion, in ascenoi.ng order trom
NOTES:

(2)

DATA PHRASEl;
SET IIGMEANS;
LABEL MEAN1 :: I PAY':
LABEL MEAN2 = • PROMOTIONAL

'OPPORTUNITIES';
LABEL MEAN3 = 'JOB SECURITY';

"most" to "least." The next nine are then
related to satisfaction with the job
1 tself', agai.n in ascending orner.

etc.
(3)

PROe TRANSPOSE DATA = PHRASEl
PREFIX = GROUP OUT = EMPSAT:
VAR MEANI - MEAN7,
PROe SORT;
BY GROUPl;

PRoe TRANSPOSE DATA

(5)

NOTES~

= PHRASEI

PROC SORT;
BY GROUPl;
DATA BOTHSATS: SET EMPSAT JOBSAT:

(5)

PRoe TRANSPOSE DATA

PREFIX
VAR

= BOTHSATS
= SAT OUT = JOBSATS;

_LAaEL_;

•••••••CODE BIDS•••••••
(1)

With the pre1'ix "SAT,· tne new

variables constructea: from this transposition will be tne 16 label-phrases named
SA'll. SAT2, ••• SA'1'16. Becauae of the way
tne data were structured in tbe <1ataset
"BOTHSA'l'S J W we know that we can :select the
rirst two variables, SAT1, an<l SA1'2, to
retrieve the phrases -describing areas of
employment tne employees are most satisfied
with. the sixth ano seventh variaoles,
SAT6 ana 5A17 t wlll reflect areas of
employment they are least satiBt'ied with ..
Similarly, SAT8 ana SAT9 will head the list
of tactors associateQ with the job itself,
while SAT15 ana SAT16 will luentiry areas
of' least satisfaction witb the job itself' •

PREFIX:: GROUP OUT -= JOB SAT;
VAR MEAN8 - MEAN16;

(4)

The variables were once asain transposeQJ
now back to a single observation (Stage 3
in Figure 2).

PROC UNIVARIATE was used to produce a
temporary SAS dataset (WGMEANS) containing
the 16 mean values for-these questions.

For the report itself, we have uaed tne
following PUT statements to generate tne
tirst sentences shown in Figure 1, Part "A.14

·······CODI BIG~···.··

NOTES: PROC UNIVARIATE was chosen because
we also needed to have median values
calculated for a different set of
questions. Means were given separate new
names to preserve a distinction between
this dataset and the original. still needed
e1sewhere4

PUT '32 @23 ·With respect to the jOb (
'itself t people report tne highest I
'satisfaction wi.tn:'111 @23 'l'ney report
(tne least sa tisr~action with: I ;
PUT '33 ~25 SATa f, and.

J

8A1'9

I .. I ;

PUT 136 @25 SAT15 " and I SAT16 I.';
PUT #38 @23 'Regaraing tneir employment,
I tney are most sa liBf ied. witn: t
11/ @23
'l'ney are least satisfie<1 with:';
PUT 139 @25 SAn ., ana I SAT2 1.1;

(2)

NOTES: At this point (Stage 1 in Figure 2)
we now have one observation consisting of
16 separates labeled variables.

PUT #42 @25 SAT6

I J

ana

I

BATT

•••....CODE KIDS..• ••••

MEANl-l1EAN16.
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t

I" I;

I

EDltPLE . - :

BeportiDg -Top Three-

(4)

O·ne survey question presented. a list of
Dine possible areas eacn employee might oomsicter
as an area worthy of aiscussionJproblem-solving.
Employees coula marl<: as many ot' the nine as they
wiShed, but wet'e encourage(l to <:mooae only
tnree. To report which three areas were of' the
most concern to a particular group, a sequence
of steps Similar to the above was performea.
ThIs time, however, insteaa of ,oorting by means,
the aata are 3Ort~ by frequency.. The portion
of the report to be proaucea here is shown as
Part "Bw in Fi~llre 1.

Once again. the separate observations are
transposea back to a single observation.

NOTE:

Here we have namea the variables

newly createa by this secorul transposition

oy using the option PREFIX to name them
'l'OPS1

through TOPS9.

For the report, we

needed only the top three, TOPS1;

l~PS2,

ana TOPS3.
Once again, PUT statements are used to
generate tne aentence shown as Part "BIl or
Figure 1, as iollows!

• ......CODB BBGI»S·······
(1)

PUT '49 @53'PRIORITIES AND •

DATA PAGEl ;
SET PAGEl END ; LASTOBS;
ARRAY Q {91 QI-Q9;
ARRAY A \9} Al-A9;
RETAIN AI-A9;
DO I ; 1 TO 9;
IF QIII. I THEN A{I}+ I;

'RECOMMENDATIONS'II @12'When asked'
'to onoose whion top~cs woulct be moat I
I important to discuss in their feed.back.
'meetings, these employees " @12 'felt
• We 1'ollowing 31loula be at the top of '
'tne list:';

END;

PUT '53 ~25 TOPSI
PUT
@25 TOPS2
PUT #55 @25 TOPS3

#5_

IF LASTOBS NE 1 THEN RETURN;
(2)

DATA PHIlASE2;

SET PAGEl;
LABEL AI; 'IMPROVING QUALITY OF '

1
1

, , ,.,
',ana';

..

';

......-00»£ BIDS•••••••

'worue- ;:

LABEL A2= I CUTTING DOWN ON WASTE t
rDUPLICATION' ;

1

The third ana last example of using PROe
TRANSPOSE shows hoW' this proceaure allowed. us
to sort aggregate employee responses .into tnree
broad. ca tegories (Part tiC," Figure 1).. We
began with questions about the aaequaey at' 12
resources whicn employees ooula ctescribe as
need.ing "little or nO improvem.entt" "some
improvement" or "muCll improvement." The goal
was to report how the group as a whole regaraea
each resource ..

etc.
(3)

PROe TRANSPOSE DATA; PHRASE2
PREFIX; CONCERN OUT; PRTYLLST;
VAB ; AI-A9;
PROe SORT;
BY DESCENDING CONCERNI;

(_)

PRoe TRANSPGSE DATA=PRTYLLST
PREFIX ; TOPS OUT; TOP3;
VAft _LAB&'_;

-.··.·-OODB lIDS··...••
(1)

(1)

YAH YI-I12;
OUTPUT QUT ;

First. the frequencies witb which each
response was chosen were calcQlated.

(2)

Next, labels were attacheQ with separate
LABEL statements.

(3)

Data were now reacty to be transposea ana
sorted.

PROC UNIVARIATE;

MEDIAN
(2)

WGMEDS

= MED1-MEDI2;

DATA PHRASE3;
SET WGMEDS;
LABEL MED1 :;: 'EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, '
'SUPPLIES I

;

LABEL MED2 = 'CLEAB POLICIES, '
I

NOTES:

With this 1'irst transpoaition, tne
data have been transposed rrom one
observation with nine variables, to nine
observations with one variable: CONCERti1.

PROCEDURES'

j

etc.
(3)

PROC TRANSPOSE DATA; PHRASE3
PREFIX; GROUP OUT; RECLLS,;
YAR MEDl - MEDI2;

(iI)

DATA RECLIS'l'j SET HECLIST;

The values of the variable CONCERN1

represent the frequencies for each
observation. Sorting in DESCENDING oraer
plaoes the most frequently markect concerns
at the top of the list.

IF 1 ~O LE GROUPl LE 1 .. 5 THEN BEe ;; 1;
IF 1.6 LE GROUPI LE 2.5 THEN REC; 2;
IF 2.6 LE GROUPI LE 3.0 THEN REC; 3;
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(5)

of 2.6 to 3.0 can be reported~ as phrasefi.
in the first column of the table. shown in

DATA A, SET RECLIST; IF REC = 3,
PROC TRANSPOSE DATA = A
PREFIX = LITTLE OUT = FIRSTCOL;
VAR _LAREL_;

Part lie. II Figure 1.
The next statements follow the same logic

DATA B; SET RECLIST; IF REC = 2;
PROG TRANSPOSE DATA = B
PREFIX = SOME OUT = NllXTCOL;
VAR _LAREL_;

to select those questions/phrases to be
slotted into the middle and last columns~
Just as one might expect. some groups of
emp1~ees rated the 12 resources so that
there were a few in each column. while
others may have lumped them all as two or
even one category. The procedure outlined
above is capable of handling 0 observations
in a subset. If this happens. the SAs
system just returns a message that that
particular data set has "0 11 observations.

DATA C, SET RECLIST; IF REG = 1;
PROC TRANSPOSE DATA = C
PREFIX = LOTS OUT = LASTCOL;
VAR _LAREL_;
(6)

DATA ABC;
MERGE FIRSTCOL NEXTCOL LASTCOL;

(6)

(1)

Once again we began with PROG UNIVARIATE.
this time to calculate medians.

The three transposed data sets. each with
one observation, are now merged into one
dataset with one observation*
At this point. we now have one observation
with 12 variables. The variables may be
LITI'LE1 through LITTLE12. with no 'SOME' or
'LOTS I variables. or they may be any other
possible interesting mixture~

NOTES: Medians were found to be the best
neaeure of central tendency to use with
these questions. after trials with real
survey data. In part this may have been

We are now ready to program the PUT statemehtS tQ generate the Utable lt sbown in

because these questions had only three
poss1ble responses.

Figure 1.
(2)

Labels were then attached using LABEL
statements. allowing a maximum of 35

characters so that three side-by-side
columns could be produced.

(3)

The first transposition was then produced.

PU'l' '58 @12 'Where are improvements I
Ineeaea? Responses to tnis series of '
'questions Shovea tnat. on the whole,'
'these employees' I @12 'would 1

From one observation of 12 medians. we now
have twelve observations of the variable.
GROUPl. along with the automatically
created variables. NAME and LABEL •
This time. instead ~f so";'ting by frequency
or by mean value. we used the median values
to determine how the group rated each
resource.

{4)

'recOlnlllend the :following: 'II @12
tLittle or No Improvement'l @11
f Necessary I
@49 t Some Improvement '
t Helpt'ul t@86 I Muoh 1 Improvement

lNeedeo 'I @12 108·'_';
PUT #64 @12 LITTLE1/ @12 LITTLE2/
@12 LITTLES! @12 LITTLE4! @12 LITTLES/
@12 LITTLE6! @12 LITTLE7! @12 LITTLE 8/
@12 LITTLE9! @12 LITTLE10! @12 LITTLE111
@12 LITTLE12;
PUT #64 @~9 SOMEl! @49 S0ME2! @49 SOME3!
@49 S0ME4! @49 S0ME5! @49 S0ME6!
@49 S0ME7! @49 SOMES! @49 S0ME9/
@49 SOME10/ @49 SOMEll! @49 SOME12;

Based on median values. we created a new
variable to indicate whether a resource was
judged to need little. some. or much
improvement ..
NOTES; Median values of the variable.
GROUP! are used as the basis of defining
the new variable. REC. REC has three
possible values. Note that the data are
still in the "Stage 2" configuration. nOW'
with 12 observations and a fourth variable.

PUT #64 @E6 LoTS1! @E6 LoTS2! @E6 LOl:S3!
@86 LOTS4! @86 LOl:S5/ (186 LOTS6!
@86 LOTS7I @86 LOTSS! @86 LOTS9/
@86 LOTS10f @86 LOTS111 @86 LOTS12;

REC.

(5)

Based on the values of REC. three subsets
of data are created to be transposed with
an identifying prefix.
NOTES: The first set of statenents selects
all of the observations in the data set
RECL1S'r in which REC=3.. When transposed.
these observations become new variables.
potentially LITTLE1 through LITTI..E12 ..
Thus. whatever questions had a median value
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~

Becauae any group coUld nave any 12 of

generating thoUBands of
iooividualizea reports~

~31utomaticallyl'

tne 36 variables listed in the PUT statements
all 36 must be listed.. This means that in th~
DATA step, an OPTIONS statement must be used to

The TRANSPOSE proceaure prove<l to be a .aimple,
yet elegant, solution to achieve our goal. In
tne process of' working with this procedure to
understana how it was manipulating tne data set,
'We .came to appreciate three features whioh will
be useful for other applications.

'"missing datal! I3Y'Dlbol, *.',' tram
pepper1ng the page. Other options suCh as
'N = PSt (to free the pointer) and I NOII'ILES'

preven~ SASra

will be needed as well. Thus, the following
statement.s will be needea:

First, tne capability of treating variables as
observations through PROC TRANSPOSE enables one
to compare, sort, ana redefine related values
from a whole new perspective. In our "010." way
of looking at separate mean value8t for example,
eaCh ooll value was locatea in a horizontal row.
Comparing these values "siae-oy-siae" COUld only
be done through eomplex and cumbersome data
definitions.. Once we discovered. just how the
transposition was operating, that these values
noW' became located in a vertical column an<1
could be treatea as if they were observations,
many new research ana reporting options were
opened to us.

DATA _NULL_; SET ABC;
OPTIONS MISSING::: ' f;

FILE PRINT N=PS

PS = 90 NOTITLES;

Finally t tile "extrat • variables here will mean
that on each SAS log you can expect 24 "NOTES"
that 211 variables are uninitialize41.. Again,
this will not affect the SAS processing.

Why the second transposition back to one

otlset'vatlon?
It is entirely possible to use the aata set
oreated witn the first PROe TRANSPOSE. For
example, to report the categorizeo resource
questions in Example "'C," tne code shown below
Works. Remember, bere we are aealing with
"Stage 214 data: 12 observations with 3
variables.

Seconaly, tne TRANSPOSE proceaure makes it
possible to process variable labels as observations~
As we all work toward. trying to have our
output more I'reader l'riend.ly t" tnis poss1bility
appears to bave a multitude ot: applications.
Finally, tne VAH statement in the TRANSPOSE

proeeoure proviaes a streamlineo matilod of
conuitionally processing a aata set. The
statement here workS just the same as the
selecting VAH statements with SUCh procedures as
FREQ ana UNIVARIATE.. Rather than separately
suosetting the input dataset with KEEP or IF
statements prior to the operation, particular
sUb8ets ot: tne input ua ta set are specifi·ed as
tne operation is invokea. The statement's value
for transpositions means tnat one can retain the
basic Shape of tne input data set, transposing
only tne portion of interest ..

THEN DO;

END;

63. LINE2 = 63; LlNE3 = 63;

IF 1.0 LE GROUP1 LE 1.5 THEN DO;

LINE1 + 1
PUT #LINE @12 _LABEL_.
END;
IF 1.6 LE GROUP1 LE 2.5 THEN DO;
LINE2 + 1;
PUT #LINE @49 _LABEL_;
END;
IF 2.6 LE GROUP LE 3.0 THEN 00;
LINE3 '+ 1;
PUT #LINE @86 _LABEL_.

Our I'discoveries" outlinea above may well seem
elementary for anyone who unuerstanas the
TRANSPOSE proooaure. They are offered ror those
like ourselves who .:start wltn a particular
application need, stumble upon a SAS proceaure
whicn appears to ot.ter a solution, and struggle
tnrough UJlllerstanding hOW it works in or>aar to
get the procedure to accomplish the original
objective.. As we cautioned earlier in the
paper, it pays to watcn what is nappening to
your \lata set at each step using PROe PRINT.
'l'his not only ensures that what you think is
happening is really happening, but it also may
enable you to take further aavantage of BOOla
built-in capabilities of tne proceoures.

END;

For our purposes, since the data set used for
the remaining 20 some odd pages OI' the report
was a single oDservation, we ChOse to nave the
entire data set formea as a single observation.
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